
From: Info Bromley Knowledge (Website) <info@bromley.gov.uk>  
Sent: 27 August 2021 13:16 
To: Trees PF <Trees@bromley.gov.uk> 
Subject: Application for tree works - 1718687 
 

Form reference: 1718687 

Form: Application for tree works 

Date: 27/08/2021 

Details submitted:  

Question Response 

Are you seeking consent for 
works to tree(s) subject to TPO?:  

No 

Are you wishing to carry out 
works to tree(s) in a conservation 
area?:  

Yes 

Reason(s) for proposed works:  

Tree A in diagram: 1x Black Poplar tree (+70 feet) in rear 
garden, removal as tree has died and in danger of falling 
(risking to property & life).  
Tree B in diagram: 1x Black Poplar branch reduction as 
at risk of snapping and falling (this branch was previously 
provided with permission (2019) to reduce in size - 
however the previous tree surgeon did not completed the 
job). 

Applicants title:  Mrs 

Applicants first name:  Deirdre 

Applicants surname:  Taylor 

Company name:   

House/Unit name and number:  14 

House name (if applicable):  14 lower camden 

mailto:info@bromley.gov.uk
mailto:Trees@bromley.gov.uk


Question Response 

Address including postcode:  
14 Lower Camden 
Chislehurst 
BR7 5HX 

Applicant's phone number:   

Applicant's email address:   

Agents title:   

Agents first name:  Alfie 

Agents last name:   

Company name :  Harris Tree & Garden Service 

Unit/House name and number:   

Address including postcode:   

Agents phone number:   

Agents email address:   

TPO title or number if known (If 
unknown please move onto the 
next question):  

 

Do the trees stand at the address 
already provided within this 
application?:  

Yes - If yes please move onto trees ownership 

Is the applicant within this 
application the owner of the 
tree(s)?:  

Yes - If yes please go to Identification of tree(s) 

Please identify the tree(s) and 
provide a full and clear 
specification of the works you 
want to carry out:  

1x Large Black Poplar removal (sketch position A) - has 
died and is in danger of falling (risk to life and property).  
1x Black Polar (sketch position B) - one dangerous 
branch reduction. Permission was previously granted in 
2019, however previous tree surgeon did not complete 



Question Response 

the approved work (he was meant to return - but to date 
has not). 

Attachment:  Garden_sketch.jpg 

Condition of tree(s) e.g. is it 
diseased or do you have fears 
that is might break or fall?:  

Yes - If yes please provide arboricultural advice or other 
diagnotic information form an appropriate expert 

Alleged damage to property e.g. 
subsidence or damage to drains 
or drives:  

No 

Surveyors/Engineers report:  Dead_Tree_Removal.jpg 

Attachment (additional 
information):  

 

I/We can confirm the information 
provided is true and accurate to 
the best of my/our knowledge:  

Yes 

 

 


